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“What we wear to work and in our personal life can be such a dilemma. 
With people judging us within seconds of first meeting, how we look has a 

big impact on the way we’re viewed.  

On the work side, in my initial role in IT the business was a start-up, which 
meant a relaxed dress code applied. As we became a larger business and went 

public in 2000, the dress code became increasingly corporate and I needed 
to make sure I transitioned from one to the other. Finding advice wasn’t 
straightforward though. There were plenty of style books, but they didn’t 
relate to office dress specifically. so I had to develop my own set of tips!

Now, thankfully, the situation has improved, with two of my favourite books 
“Know Your Style: Mix it, Match it, Love it” by Alyson Walsh and “Look Like 
the Leader You Are: A 7-Step Style Strategy for Ambitious Women” by Lizzie 
Edwards, either focusing exclusively on dressing for impact at the office, or 

including extensive sections on the topic.

In The Style Confidence Guide we’ve taken the tips I’ve developed over my 
career and incorporated the best advice from the two books into this no-

nonsense guide to style confidence at work and play - designed as the perfect 
companion to dressing with your Sarah Haran bag. I hope that in applying 

these tips to your life you’ll see a boost in confidence and revel in the freed-up 
headspace organised dressing allows, leaving you to shine and do your best at 

home and at work. 

If you like the tips, I urge you to buy the books. While we’ve included our pick 
of points from each, there is so much more in each of them to discover!”

“HAVING A FAIL-SAFE ITEM OF 
CLOTHING TO TURN TO IS MORE 

COMFORTING THAN KNOWING YOU’VE 
GOT A LIFT HOME AND A LIE-IN. FACT.”

ALYSON WALSH

INTRODUCTION FROM SARAH

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Know-Your-Style-Alyson-Walsh/dp/178488118X/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=know+your+style&qid=1568395553&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Look-Like-Leader-You-Are/dp/191261541X
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Look-Like-Leader-You-Are/dp/191261541X
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Look-Like-Leader-You-Are/dp/191261541X
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SARAH’S STYLE TIPS
SARAH HARAN

Founder, Creative Director and Mum of two, Sarah started her 
namesake brand initially as a hobby whilst COO of iomart, 

an AIM listed cloud computing business. Frequently flying all 
over the country to oversee iomart’s operations, Sarah started 

looking for a bag that would keep her organised across her 
many daytime meetings to evening functions.

Unsuccessful in her search for the perfect bag, Sarah learned 
how to design and produce handbags in her spare time and 
following an apprenticeship with the ex Creative Director of 

Mulberry came up with the idea of a bag-in-a-bag, the Dahlia 
Tote. This beautifully functional tote bag soon became her 

everyday bag and as friends and colleagues began requesting 
their own, the Sarah Haran brand was born. 

GREAT FOR 
CORPORATE WORK 

STYLE
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DRESS FOR THE JOB YOU WANT, NOT THE JOB YOU HAVE
I knew early on in my career that appearances did matter and that if I looked the 
part - as well as being competent and professional - I would do well.  I always tried 
to dress in a professional and respectable way that made me look like I was already 
in a senior management role. Even in my first job as a Personal Assistant, I always 
wore a suit or dress. 

BE TRUE TO YOURSELF
Though some corporate offices have a very set ‘uniform’ I always tried to inject my 
own personality into how I dressed, obviously in an office appropriate manner.  To 
this day, I still love colour, so I always made sure I had a bright coloured blouse, shoes 
or lipstick on, which I would balance against a navy or black suit. It was my style and 
I was consistent with it. If I needed to be more neutral, I carried a handbag or work 
bag in a bright shade as an easy way to liven things up.

One thing to think about though: red is a powerful colour but can also be seen as 
aggressive. Blue is seen as calming, so do consider what’s on your agenda when you 
add colour to your outfit for the day.

PAY AS MUCH AS YOU CAN FOR A QUALITY WARDROBE
I’ve always believed in investing in quality business clothing to get more use out of 
your wardrobe. Though the cost may seem like a lot up front, in reality you’ll get a lot 
more mileage if the item is high-quality as you’ll be able to wear it many times over 
the years, making the cost per wear low. Whenever I shopped, I would do the pound-
per wear calculation in my head!

Pay attention to materials and the craftsmanship of garments. I looked for fabrics 
that didn’t have to be continually dry cleaned, particularly trousers and tops. 

Look after your clothes. Make sure jackets are professionally cleaned as needed 
and that clothes are hung up appropriately. When it came to shoes, I would always 
be sure they were comfortable, and would carry a small foam cleaning sponge for 
dusting them down and spot cleaning.

WEAR COMFORTABLE SHOES
Speaking of shoes… no open toe shoes for the office and always try to wear styles 
that are comfortable. There is nothing worse than running from one meeting to the 
other in shoes that make you hobble. I would carry flats at the bottom of my bag if I 
had to go to two or three meetings, as often I was running for trains or walking from 
place to place.
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UNDERSTAND IF THERE IS A DRESS CODE IN WORK SITUATIONS
Whilst dress codes have relaxed in recent years, I would always make sure I knew if 
the office I was visiting or working in had any sort of code - watch out particularly 
for relaxed attire on a Friday, for instance.

If visiting a client, I always wanted to make sure I fit in, you’d be amazed how easy it 
is to get wrong.

If it’s a new job do your homework as different offices demand different levels 
of attire. Does your office require full professional attire or is business-casual 
appropriate?

Once in a job watch the executives in your office. What do they do? Again, dress for 
the job you want, not the job you have.

PACK A PUNCH WITH A DRESS
Having a selection of dresses that work in your office environment is a really easy 
way of looking smart and well turned out. Dresses are also great to wear when you 
have to spend a few days away travelling for business. They save space in your case 
and you can wear a suit or blazer jacket with them and look different each time. 

I really love wearing a bright colour block with a navy or black jacket. If you’re going 
straight out from work, then a dress that’s matched to your mini clutch or evening 
necklace creates an easy evening look.
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Have you collected any style tips throughout your 
career? Send them to us and we’ll share the best on 

our Instagram @sarahharanUK

DON’T DRAW ATTENTION FOR THE WRONG REASONS
Whilst you don’t want to look frumpy you should pay attention to your skirt or dress 
length, also – make sure you’re not showing too much cleavage. You really do not 
want to be remembered for the wrong reason!

Dresses and skirts should be no more than two inches above your knee, and in very 
corporate environments, they should graze the top of your knee. Remember that 
when you sit in a chair your dress or skirt will automatically rise up, making it seem 
shorter. Also be aware of any slits your clothing might have. Never choose pieces 
with super high slits.

Don’t show cleavage, and if tops are sheer, make sure you are wearing an 
appropriate under top. I have been in some environments where a sleeveless top is 
considered inappropriate so make sure you check. A jacket or cardigan over the top 
will easily get you round this.

KEEP IT SIMPLE
Less is more. And again, moderation is key. Accessories can appear over the top, 
which is why I designed the Dahlia handbag as the perfect day to night bag. 
Stylish by day but with its detachable clutch, I could transition easily to night-time 
events. On the jewellery side, I would keep it simple particularly for the day. Choose 
something classic like a nice set of pearl earrings or a simple necklace, and you can 
always change it up for the evening.

CLASSIC NOT TRENDY
Unless you work in fashion, the office is likely not the place to experiment with the 
latest trends or weekend wear. You want to look confident, stylish and elegant.  If 
you are overly trendy, you could distract your audience. I always made a point of 
dressing for the culture of the office.

https://www.instagram.com/sarahharanuk/
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KNOW YOUR STYLE: MIX 
IT, MATCH IT, LOVE IT

ALYSON WALSH

“Alyson Walsh is a fashion journalist and former fashion editor 
who writes for the Financial Times and the Guardian. Her blog 
‘That’s Not My Age’ covers style for the over-50s and is one of 

my go-to’s.

Alyson’s book is a great one to read for an overview on your 
style, giving you the framework to build your wardrobe from the 
bottom up and piece by piece. This is the one to turn to if you’ve 
been feeling stuck in a rut and want to modernise your look, or 

if you’re feeling a bit outdated.

Know Your Style is filled with gems for your personal wardrobe 
but has a whole section on dressing for work that can be 

applied to both corporate and casual-business settings. There’s 
also a section on dressing when you work from home!”

GREAT FOR 
PERSONAL STYLE AND 

WORK IN CREATIVE 
SETTINGS
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STYLE IS… KNOWING WHAT GOES WITH WHAT
Alyson has a simple way of looking at style that can be boiled down to knowing 
‘what goes with what’ – or how to match or mismatch colours, clothes and 
accessories. 

For Alyson, dressing today is all about contrast, with matchy matchy being over.  As 
she says: strictly co-ordinating accessories to outfits feels very formal. Don’t assume 
that rules from the past apply anymore. 

Contrast means pairing two mis-matching items together – taking into account 
silhouettes, colours, patterns, textures and accessories.

PRACTICE IS EVERYTHING…
Alyson suggests practicing style in the same way we practice yoga or cooking a new 
recipe: working at it until it’s perfect. Set aside an afternoon once a season or get up 
early once a week to experiment. You absolutely can and should practice style, it can 
be learnt and will get better over time.

HOW TO START BUILDING YOUR STYLE
Alyson says first you need to know what suits you in terms of body shape, lifestyle 
and personality. What clothes do you need for your lifestyle? If you don’t have the 
chance to wear corporate suits there’s no point having a wardrobe full of them.

Your body is your design brief so be honest with yourself about what works and what 
doesn’t. Spend time working out combinations of clothes that flatter and create a 
handful of go-to outfits. 

Invest in good-quality ‘basics’ and add regular seasonal updates. It could be the 
latest denim silhouette or cocktail sneakers, a shirt in a fresh colour. Once the basics 
are in place the fun begins. But remember personal style should evolve, it’s always a 
work in progress.

BUY LESS, BUT BETTER
Wear things until you can’t mend them anymore and they fall apart. As Anna 
Gardner, former fashion director at Selfridges says, “It’s not about price, it’s about 
quality and buying better”.  

The stylish women Alyson interviews wear the same clothes three days in a row to 
save time and effort. Just buy multiples of things you love and accessorise slightly 
differently each time, a change of shoes or with your hair tied up. Whatever you do, 
don’t think you have to buy loads of new stuff to be stylish, instead, add in small 
details for different looks.
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“Our ethos at Sarah Haran is the same, buy better 
quality products that will last. With our unique modular 
design it’s easy to transform your handbag as you move 
from day to night, changing the look of your handbag in 
seconds with one of the many mix-and-match items in 

different colours and textures. Swap them into your style 
for a whole new look without buying a new bag.”
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HOW TO MASTER COLOUR AND CONTRAST
Alyson’s tips include to:

Try opposing textures. You could blend colourful tweed with a silk blouse. Or mix an 
army jacket with a sequined shirt, while leather leggings look good with a slouchy 
cashmere sweater. Mismatching keeps things modern.

Play with pattern. Try a leopard-print coat over a vintage floral dress or mix a 
Missoni zigzag with a Breton stripe. When you wear patterns, colour combinations 
are the most important thing to consider. Also, wear something to make space 
between the prints, like a belt or a plain jumper, something to break up the colour 
and separate. This is a look you need to practice!

Mix up your silhouette. Try a shirt with a big trumpet sleeve and a pencil skirt. Or 
wear a cocoon coat with slim-leg pants. You can even pair a cocktail dress with a 
tuxedo jacket. 

Combine cool colours. Try clashing a pink tuxedo and a small red cross-body bag 
or wearing mustard trousers with a petrol-blue sweater. A forest-green coat works 
wonders with a burnt-orange dress.

For building up colour the advice is to do is slowly– you have to feel comfortable. Hold 
a colour against your face, does your skin light up and look healthy, or sallow and 
washed out? 

Alyson’s favourite colourful brands include: Daniela Gregis, Toast, Paul Smith, Dries 
Van Noten, Joseph, COS, Roksanda, Hobbs, Gudrun Sjoden



THE BASICS
It’s the versatile, flattering basics that do all the hard work: the 
wardrobe glue. Alyson’s favourites – many that’s she’s had for years - 
are jeans, jackets and shirts, but she keeps an eye on small changes 
to silhouette or proportion to avoid looking dated. Look for colour, 
texture and print.

- THE SUPER SHIRT

You can wear a white shirt with Levi’s 501s and red slingbacks, or 
team a sky-blue shirt with white jeans and a denim jacket. Pale 
suede ankle boots with a mid-heel work well with all-white outfits. 

Where to find the best shirts: COS, Palmer Harding, Frank & Eileen, 
Margaret Howell, Tome, Gap, Equipment, Alex Eagle, Bruto, Anna Quan.

- THE JEANS

Here are six silhouettes to try, plus what goes with them:

Flared jeans. Go with a tucked in denim shirt, figure hugging T-shirt, roll-
neck sweater, peasant blouse or tailored jacket. On your feet try lace-up 
shoes, brogues, sneakers, clogs or 1970s heeled ankle boots. 

Boyfriend jeans. Go with a figure-hugging T-shirt, military jacket, tuxedo 
jacket, jumper, silk blouse or pyjama shirt. Hi-top sneakers, Birkenstocks, 
flat sandals, heeled pumps, pointed flats and loafers all work on the feet.

Straight leg jeans. Wear with a slight turn-up. They go with a kimono top, 
belted jacket, pussy-bow blouse, men’s shirt, trench coat, off the shoulder 
top or a bomber jacket. Try them with chelsea boots, sneakers, hi-tops, 
heeled ankle boots, platforms or flatforms.

Skinny jeans. Go with a blazer and T-shirt, voluminous top, tunic, cocoon 
coat or boyfriend jacket. On the feet, try heeled ankle boots, lace-ups, 
brogues, flatforms, kitten heels, slingbacks, pointed flats and ballet pumps.

Bootcut jeans. Work with your super shirt, long-sleeved T-shirt and skinny 
scarf, roll-neck sweater, silk blouse or denim jacket. On the feet try boots, 
babouche slippers or pointed flat slingbacks.

Cropped flared jeans. Go with a denim jacket, Breton top, biker jacket, tunic, 
shirtdress, duster coat or a cotton shirt. On the feet try heeled 1970s-style ankle 
boots, mid-heel pumps, pointed flats, slingbacks, plimsolls or Gucci loafers.

Buy denim from: Frame, Levi’s, Uniqlo, J Brand, J. Crew, Re/Done, Rag & Bone, 
A.P.C., Mother Denim, AG Jeans, Gap, Paige, M.i.h., Sass & Bide, Topshop.

11
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- THE PULL-ON-AND-GO TOP

AA pull-on-and-go top is good with jeans, loafers and a scarf when you need to 
smarten up quickly, but can also be worn at dinner parties. 

Where to go for the pull-on-and-go: Joie, Boden, Marni, Velvet by Graham & 
Spencer, Jigsaw, Dries van Noten, Cédric Charlier, Ellery, Matin Studio, Sacai.

- RUN-AROUND PANTS

Leggings in substantial fabrics are more like stretch trousers than footless tights. In 
winter they look great with a big coat, black ankle boots or sneakers. Wear then with 
an oversized white shirt and neat black jumper over the top. Leather leggings can 
look sexy so style them down with a chunky knit or classic blazer and white T-shirt.

Buy the best leggings from: Hey Jo, J Brand, hush, Joseph, Winser London, Hobbs.

- THE STATEMENT SKIRT

An indigo jersey maxi-skirt from J. Crew with a navy silk V-neck top from Winser 
London can take you from a business meeting to a rooftop bar. Alyson wore a black 
sequined M&S maxi-skirt with a blush-pink silk blouse and silver flats on her 50th.

Where to shop for skirts: Whistles, Diane von Furstenberg, Le Kilt, Boden, Sonia 
Rykiel, The Row Zara, Baum und Pferdgarten, By Johnny, LK Bennett.

- THE KICK-ASS JACKET (THAT PULLS IT ALL TOGETHER)

Good tailoring is a smart way to add gravitas to outfits. A kick-ass jacket goes with 
black jeans, capri pants, stretchy black-and-gold Lurex pants, a jumpsuit, boyfriend 
jeans and even an evening dress.

Where to shop for jackets: Jigsaw, ME+EM, J.Crew, Massimo Alba, Zara.
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- THE OUTSTANDING COAT

The right coat can sharpen casual silhouettes. Look for figure flattering cuts and 
colours for a wintry complexion, warmth, wear and longevity. You’ll need more than 
one. Here are Alyson’s pick of coats and how to wear them:

The mac. Margaret Howell does the 
modern-day equivalent of Hepburn’s 1956 
mac look.

The military coat. Wear with a black 
jumper, jeans and hi-top sneakers.
 
The faux fur or shaggy sheepskin. 
Jean Shrimpton looked gorgeous in her 
Mongolian lamb coat with patent-leather 
boots.

The cape. A bit fiddly everyday but capes 
look great in the evening over floor-
length gowns.

The graphic print. A bold, graphic, 
single-breasted style makes a statement.

The cocoon. Garance Doré wears 
a primrose-yellow, oversized Stella 
McCartney coat with white, rolled-up 

jeans and pointed, black leather flats. 
The leopard print. Wear with black 
pants, a sweater and a strong red accent 
lipstick or handbag.

The trench. Perfect with an elegant 
black dress, clear Perspex sunglasses, 
20-dernier tights and black, heeled lace-
ups.

The belted wrap. Try a beautiful, belted 
woolen coat. 

The brightly coloured and vintage-
inspired. Try something like Jaeger’s 
pink mohair edge-to-edge coat from the 
1950s.

Where to find an outstanding coat: 
COS, Harris Wharf, Ganni, Max Mara, 
Jaeger, Jigsaw, Burberry, Mackintosh, 
Raey, Han Studios.
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- THE HANDBAGS

Alyson champions hands-free, cross body bags as the best faff-free way of 
accessorising and we couldn’t agree more, which is why so many of her designs allow 
for the bags to be worn in practical, freeing way across the body. Try the Iris satchel, 
our Marie camera bag, the Ivy Mini or our classic, the Dahlia Tote if you want to 
perfect this look.
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DAY-TO-NIGHT DRESSING
Alyson’s inspired approach is to use a combination of day and evening wear to 
create an outfit with go anywhere appeal. It’s modern and lively and means no more 
changing in the office toilets at the end of the day. 

Here are two of her day-to-night evening essentials: 

The not-too-dressed up dress. For maximum confidence and comfort, while 
looking modern and chic. A fuss-free tunic dress and statement necklace can be 
worn anywhere. Wear with flat sandals, platforms, flatforms or lace-ups. Choose 
something in navy blue, emerald green, burnt orange or pinky-red. 

The timeless tuxedo. “The classic silhouette of the black tuxedo is both sexy and 
powerful,” says fashion editor and stylist Claudette Prosper. “It’s a style staple for 
me that I can construct for the cocktail hour or deconstruct for a day at the office, 
simply by wearing flats or high-rise stilettos, or slipping a pussy-bow or a camisole 
underneath.”

Brands to shop: Gabriela Hearts, Pallas, Saint Laurent, ME+EM, Jigsaw, Vacil, Paul 
Smith

If you want to try this look, think about clashing your pinky-red not-too-dressed up 
dress with our Dahlia Tote in Orange, or an emerald green dress with the Dahlia Tote 
in Berry. 

Pack your laptop, notebook and other essentials in the tote bag during the day, then 
just detach the Ivy clutch bag for the evening, adding in an statement necklace to 
complete the look. 

“Alyson’s book opened our eyes to modern dressing and the options 
out there for creating an exciting wardrobe you love. We’d love to 

see the outfit combinations you create using Alyson’s tips and your 
Sarah Haran bags so tag @sarahharanuk on Instagram”

“Sarah Haran’s 2-bags-in-1 concept is made for day-to-
night wear! These designs simplify packing for work travel or 

dressing for a day of meetings followed by evening functions.”

https://www.instagram.com/sarahharanuk/
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LOOK LIKE THE LEADER 
YOU ARE: A 7-STEP 

STYLE STRATEGY FOR 
AMBITIOUS WOMEN

LIZZIE EDWARDS

“This is the book for you if you feel the way you dress at work is 
holding you back, or you’re progressing though the ranks and 
want to up the ante on your gravitas and confidence to suit.  

Lizzie Edwards is a personal stylist, image consultant and 
former model who distils her incredible knowledge and 

experience into this powerful and life-changing tome. It will 
guide you to take stock of yourself and the image you want to 
project into the world. This is an empowering process and well 

worth the time it takes as an investment in yourself. 

We’ve summed up Lizzie’s 7-Steps here but do go to the source 
to delve deeper, we can’t recommend it enough.”

GREAT FOR A 
COMPLETE WORK 

WARDROBE
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WHY CLOTHES MATTER
Here Lizzie gives us the context on how what you wear affects how you feel about 
yourself, your performance and how other people perceive you. She uses the example 
of the job interview, where first impressions are even more important. You won’t have 
said a word and your image will be used to judge a perceived level of intelligence, 
competence, self-confidence power and success. 

If you think about it, dressing well and looking like you’ve made an effort also shows 
others respect and that you care about yourself. As Lizzie states: often, if someone is 
well put together, we instinctively have greater confidence in their abilities. 

She explains how studies have shown that psychological changes happen when we 
wear certain clothes – smart, structured clothes put you in a more professional frame 
of mind. When you put on clothing you associate with power, you feel powerful 
which in turn enables you to be powerful. 

How you dress can be a tool for advancement or a source of stress, worry and 
dissatisfaction in your career. 

THE ODDS ARE STACKED AGAINST YOU
Lizzie understands it’s harder than ever for women to get their business image right. 
Dress codes have changed - as business wear becomes more casual it can be difficult 
to navigate what is and isn’t appropriate - we have less spare time combined with 
more choice, which can be overwhelming. 

So, stop shopping furtively in your lunch hour, with the kids in tow, or at the last 
minute when you’re feeling under pressure, and follow Lizzie’s 7 R’s instead! These 
take a holistic approaching to building a leadership wardrobe. 

There are no shortcuts though, as with Alyson’s book, it’s clear you need to invest 
time and money, but the result is the positive boost that comes with a complete 
image overhaul.

THE 7 R’S
The 7Rs process will help you create a new wardrobe that enables you to project 
gravitas, feel confident and look like the leader you are. 

As with anything, the more you put into it the more you’ll get out of it. Lizzie asks 
you to imagine having a wardrobe full of clothes you love, that fit and go with 
everything in your wardrobe, and how you’d feel if it only took a few stress-free 
minutes to get dressed in the morning. 

Think about the energy and headspace you’d have to focus on the day ahead! This is 
where the 7 R’s are designed to take you.
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- STEP 1, REFLECT

This step is about checking in with yourself, your goals, and taking the time to 
discover what you’re drawn to aesthetically in order to understand your style 
preferences. 

Check in with yourself: Take a good look at yourself in the mirror and begin to notice 
what you really look like focusing on things like your colour, size and shape.  

Write down your career goals and the major reasons for embarking on this process. 
Then write down your wardrobe goals, things like what you’re fed up with in your 
current wardrobe and what’s not working. 

Next think about your personal brand, the top five qualities you’re trying to project. 
Dress as if you’re getting ready for work – make-up and all – in the exact amount 
of time you have in the mornings. Do this for three outfits and then assess your 
appearance for each. Do your clothes look like an outfit and does your image say 
what you want it to? Does it reflect the qualities you’re trying to project or your 
position?

Get to know your tastes: Create an inspiration board. Pull together images of things 
and clothes you love – physical or on Pinterest. 

Ask yourself why you love what you’ve chosen, for each image think about what it 
says and how it makes you feel. 

Then pick your style words from that. These are five words that describe what you 
would love to convey through your clothes.  

- STEP 2, REVIEW

This step is a review of your wardrobe, getting rid of anything that doesn’t chime 
with what you found out about yourself in Step 1. 

Using your top five qualities and style words from the review process, with your 
inspiration board close to hand, go through your wardrobe and be ruthless clearing 
out anything that doesn’t match the feeling and aesthetic you are aiming for.
Get rid of poor-quality clothes and things that are uncomfortable or you never wear.

Sort your remaining clothes into categories like trousers, skirts, then sub-categories 
within this. 

Make notes so you know what you’re missing and where you need to fill the gaps on 
future shopping trips. 

- STEP 3, REORGANISE

In this step you’ll organise your wardrobe so it’s as stress-free as possible. Because 
getting dressed and out of the house in the morning can be one of the most stressful 
parts of the day, getting your wardrobe organised can really help set you up to feel 
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good and confident. Organisation is key to creating a great image. 

- Lizzie advises hanging as much as you can so you can see it all in one glance, 
items in drawers often get forgotten about. Where you do fold in draws (sportswear, 
underwear etc.) she recommends the Mary Kondo method of folding.
 
- Then re-order by clothing category, keeping business and personal separate if 
relevant

- Categories include trousers, skirts etc. and sub-categories break this down to 
work trousers, going out trousers, denim etc. Then stack each sub-category in order 
of preference – favourite option, followed by second option and third. Get rid of 
anything you’d never in reality get to. 

- Shift out anything that isn’t part of your active wardrobe, off-season clothes, 
sentimental items, stashed presents – all of it! Mend anything that’s broken, take 
anything that needs it to the dry cleaners.

- Take stock – what’s obviously lacking? What do you buy easily and so have lots of? 
Add a note of any further items you feel are missing and need prioritising.

- STEP 4, RETHINK

In this step, you start to do things differently based on your new knowledge and 
awareness.

- Begin to plan your new wardrobe considering your colour palette and how to 
project your style qualities. How will you put all this together to create your own 
signature style?

- Lizzie advises three colour palette elements in your wardrobe:

• Neutral – white or light grey for example
• Key colours – for business this is often black and navy
• Accent colours – lift your outfit with details in blue, green, pink or red

- Re-visit your qualities and style words and make sure they match with your clothes. 
Look to people in the public eye who project your chosen qualities for reference.

“If you have handbags that are favourites and well-used but 
still have plenty of wear in them, this is the moment to give 
them a touch up or clean and protect them. You can read 

our advice on caring for bags here and may even think about 
professionals like The Handbag Spa who can bring quality 

handbags back from the dead.”

https://www.sarahharan.com/blogs/news/dare-to-care-how-to-look-after-your-bag
https://thehandbagspa.com/
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- Start taking note of what level you need to dress to at work on different days. Lizzie 
uses four levels of dress as a framework, ranging from quality casual to smart casual 
to business casual and business formal. How many business formal meetings do you 
have a week? Are most days business casual?

- From here you’ll be able to map out what your wardrobe needs based on your 
actual day-to-day needs.

- Then start building outfits from what you have and take note of what items you’re 
missing and need to add. 

If you have a large frame then you can pull off large straps on bags, but with fine 
features or a petite frame, narrow straps on bags often work best.

- STEP 5, RESEARCH

In this stage you take what you’ve learnt and begin researching clothes and the 
brands out there. The aim is to take a planned approach to shopping, rather than 
‘grab and run’ which results in unworn or returned items.

- Get clear on your budget, remember to buy less but better quality. Don’t scrimp 
here or feel guilty, this is an investment in your career, but the best you can afford. 
Lizzie suggests taking 5% of your net annual salary and dividing it by 12 to see if you 
currently over or under-invest right now.

- Know your brands. Lizzie recommends:

• High Street. & Other Stories, Mango, Uniqlo, Zara, Massimo Dutti
• Quality High Street. Cos, Hobbs, LK Bennett, Jigsaw, Whistles, Reiss
• Quality Brands. Boss, Armani, Cefinn, Max Mara, Joseph, Roland Mouret, Goat, 

Paul Smith, The Fold

- Calculate your price point for each item. If you’ve planned how many items you 
need to buy and your overall budget you can work this out.

“When it comes to building outfits, one approach Lizzie 
recommends is choosing core accessory pieces – shoes, bags 

and belts – in neutral tones so you can dress and create outfits 
easily. The viewer’s eye will move up your body from shoe to belt 
or bag, to the top of your head. If the colours match, they’ll see 

a balance and know your outfit has been thought through.”
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- STEP 6, REPLENISH

Here, you shop! Dress comfortably, go on a weekday if possible and plan to devote 
your full attention and time to the task at hand. 

- Lizzie advises you to choose clothes on the basis of quality, not quantity.

- Look for good quality fabrics, take note of the differences and contrasts and what 
you like.
- Scan and gather, have an intention of what you’re looking for and scan for it to 
save time and cut through the masses of choice that can be overwhelming. 

- Always try things on where possible – this step is compulsory! If something nearly 
fits but not quite you might be able to alter it so always consider this.

- Before you buy an item, check in that it matches your qualities and key words, that 
it’ll be useful and that you’ll wear it!

- If, when you get home, you can create a minimum of three full outfits with the new 
items bought and your existing wardrobe then well done! If the new purchases aren’t 
working in this way, then it’s time to return them as soon as possible.

- STEP 7, REFINE

In this stage you put the finishing touches to your complete outfit look and working 
image, taking note of the little details that help you to look groomed, considered and 
well put together.

- For women, make-up is an important part of your grooming and will play a big part 
in how you’re perceived.

- Make-up essentials include foundation and concealer, eyebrow make-up, eyelash 
curlers, eyeshadow pencil, mascara, blusher or bronzer, lipstick or lip balm and 
powder.
 
- Don’t neglect your hair, teeth, skincare or nails, make sure they’re clean and 
maintained.

- Assess your current make up ritual, are you wearing too much or too little? Does 
your make up fit into your style image and the qualities you’re trying to project?

And these are the 7 R’s!  They can be a career and life-changing process if you take 
the time and focus on doing them correctly. Lizzie recommends sitting down with 
your diary and scheduling in time to focus on the steps, as you would your other work 
commitments. 
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“Too often women can feel guilty or frivolous spending time 
and money on their appearance in the world of work. I hope 

with this guide you can see that what you wear and the 
image you project has a real impact on your career. Above 

all though, it has an impact on how you feel.

My mission is to help as many women as I can feel confident 
in their personal style, freeing them up to worry less about 
this kind of stuff and more about following their dreams 
and making an impact in whatever field they choose. All 

Sarah Haran bags are designed to keep you organised and 
confident in the knowledge you look your best, while being 

well turned out and stylish in any situation.  

But above all, have fun with it!”

Sarah Haran x

THE FINAL WORD
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LIZZIE EDWARDS
BUY HERE

ALYSON WALSH
BUY HERE

BUY THE BOOKS!

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Look-Like-Leader-You-Are/dp/191261541X
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Know-Your-Style-Alyson-Walsh/dp/178488118X/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=know+your+style&qid=1568395553&s=books&sr=1-1
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SARAHHARAN.COM

@SARAHHARANUK

https://sarahharan.com

